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How Not to Get Lost — Season 6

The final season of Lost was one of the most talked-about television events of 2010.
Any other show in its sixth season might be thought of as past its prime — perhaps
there’s a core group of fans, but rarely are the writers doing anything exciting half
a decade into its run. But Lost changed direction with every season, and season 6
held so much promise for its fans that even people who hadn’t watched it since the
first couple of seasons were jumping back in to see how it would all wrap up. Lost
had been riding a wave of critical acclaim for the previous two years, ever since a
guaranteed finale date at the end of the show’s third season had given the writers
the yardstick to know how many episodes they had left to write.
Season 1 had been about trying to get off the island, season 2 was about

learning to live on the island with a group of people who had become family,
season 3 was about dealing with the original inhabitants — the Others — of the
island, season 4 was about the outside world invading the island, and season 5 was
about returning to the island. In season 6 the Losties asked a much loftier
question: what was their purpose on the island? And why had they been brought
there in the first place? The writers had explored various kinds of flashbacks and
at the end of the third season they introduced the flashforward, but in the sixth
season they gave us the flashsideways, creating an entirely new narrative line that
had fans speculating about the characters as if they were strangers to us and we’d
somehow been transported back to season 1 again. The mythology of the island
and many answers to the fans’ burning questions were finally revealed in season
6, and the show’s finale sparked even more fervent discussion that will no doubt
last for several years. 
As with my previous Finding Lost books, this guide is intended to be read

alongside the episodes. You can watch the entire season and then read through
the book, or you could watch an episode and read the corresponding guide to it.
These guides are meant to be more than simple plot summaries. Instead, what I
strive for is an analytical, detailed, in-depth reading of each episode that will help
you sort out the clues, work through the mysteries, and figure out the real
meaning of season 6.
Besides writing these books, I also keep a blog called Nik at Nite

(nikkistafford.blogspot.com) where, during the season, I analyzed each episode
the night it aired and my readers and I discussed the episodes at length for the

v
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next week. In season 6 there was a lot to discuss, and many of the blog entries had
upwards of 400 comments. I owe a lot to the regular commentators on that blog
who show up day after day to discuss their favorite TV show.

Finding Lost is not, however, a substitute for watching the show. You will not
understand what I’m writing about each episode if you haven’t watched (or are in
the middle of watching) it. This companion will provide a deeper understanding
of the characters, the events, and the mysteries, but it will not be a replacement
for Lost itself. No book could ever hope to do that. 
The book is formatted episode by episode. Almost every guide is followed by

some tidbit of information, either a small sidebar of interest, or a larger chapter
on the historical significance of something. Just as life on the island is interrupted
by flashes, so too will the episode guide be broken up by these asides. You can
come back to them later and just focus on the guide in the beginning, or read
through them to get a better understanding of the writers’ references or of the
actors playing the characters.
My summaries of the novels and other books referred to on the show provide

a context-based analysis and ask the questions: why was this book featured in that
episode, and how does it relate to the show and the characters? In each of the
book summaries, I will give a brief rundown of the plot and point out the deeper
meaning in each book, and then offer some suggestions of the importance the
book has on the show and why it may have been chosen by the writers (these
chapters will not spoil future episodes). Two of the books analyzed weren’t
referenced directly on the show, but are still immensely important to it: Paradise
Lost paved the way for the classic story of good and evil, God and Satan, and
black and white, while Stephen King’s The Stand was hugely influential on all of
the Lost writers, so much so that they make several allusions to it. 
Some of the chapters will look at specific historical references on the show and

explain them further, such as how one plays the ancient Egyptian game of senet.
Others will look at themes running through the season, like the mirror imagery
or the “rules.” Some of the sidebars will provide a close-up of particular moments
in an episode that you may have missed on screen. 
Each guide will contain some spoilers for that particular episode, so I urge you

to watch the episodes before reading on. Because I am a severe spoilerphobe, I’ve
been careful not to spoil anything ahead of time, so if you watch an episode and
then read the corresponding guide to it, you will be safe from having any surprises
ruined. Each guide will feature a one-line summary of the episode, followed by

vi
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an analysis. Following each analysis, you’ll find special notes of interest, and they
require some explanation:

Highlight: A moment in the show that was either really funny or made an
impression on me.
Did You Notice?: A list of details in the episode that you might have missed,
but are either important clues to later mysteries, or were just really cool. 
Interesting Facts: Tidbits of information, outside the show’s canon, that
explain allusions and references or that offer behind-the-scenes material. 
Nitpicks: Little things in the episode that bugged me. I’ve put these things in
nitpicks because I couldn’t come up with a rational explanation myself — but
maybe you have an explanation, and if so, I’d love to hear it. Please read these
knowing that I nitpick only to point things out, but not to suggest the writers
aren’t on their game. These are meant to be fun.
Oops: These are mistakes that I think can’t be explained away and must be due
to a production or continuity error. 
4 8 15 16 23 42: In the late season 1 episode, “Numbers,” Hurley reveals a set
of numbers that have had an impact in his life, and it turns out those numbers
have popped up everywhere, on the island and in the characters’ lives before the
crash. In this section I will try to catalog them. 
It’s Just a Flesh Wound: This is a list of all of the wounds incurred by the
characters on the show. 
Lost in Translation: Whenever a character speaks in a language other than
English that is not translated for us or we see something written that’s not
immediately decipherable, this section will provide a translation wherever I could
find one. Thanks to all of the fans who have provided these translations for me.
Any Questions?: At the end of each episode, I’ve provided a list of questions
that I think viewers should be asking themselves at that point. Some questions
will be answered in later episodes, but because these guides are meant to be read
as one goes through the season episode-by-episode, these are questions you should
be asking yourself at the end of each hour. 
Ashes to Ashes: Whenever a character on the show dies, this section will
provide their very brief obituary. 
Music/Bands:This is a list of the popular music we hear on the show. In most
cases I’ve provided in italics the name of the album where you can find the song,
but if I haven’t, it’s because the song is featured on several compilations. 

vii
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And there you have it, a guide to the guide. I hope you enjoy the book, and I
welcome any corrections, nitpicks, praise (please? just a little?), and discussion at
my email address, nikki_stafford@yahoo.com, or come on over to my blog. I
cannot stress this strongly enough, however: the opinions in the following pages
are completely my own, and if anyone out there has contrary opinions, I respect
those. I don’t expect everyone to have the same views as I do. What makes Lost
so much fun to watch and discuss is how many possibilities this show presents to
us. Ten fans can come away from any episode with 10 different interpretations of
what they just saw, and that’s what makes the show great, in my opinion. 

Nikki Stafford
July 2010

nikki_stafford@yahoo.com
nikkistafford.blogspot.com
twitter.com/nikki_stafford
facebook.com/nikkistafford108

viii
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“The End”: Season 6

Bang! “Come on!” Bang! Bang! The rock hit the hydrogen bomb repeatedly to no
effect as Juliet, her face bloody and tear-streaked, screamed at it to just detonate
already. “Come on, you son of a bitch!” Bang! And then . . . the screen went
white. The letters of LOST appeared, only this time they were black, a negative
version of the white letters over black screen that viewers were used to. And
everywhere, fans screamed, “Noooooooo!” 
It was going to be a very long eight months. 
Once ABC confirmed at the end of Lost’s third season that the show would run

for three more years, with 16 episodes per year, the wait between seasons became
almost unbearable for the diehard fans who were always left with cliffhangers to
keep them guessing throughout the summer, fall, and part of winter before the
new season would start up again. The wait before the series’ final season was
excruciating, and even before it began, fans were already lamenting that this was
it, that Lost was coming to an end and soon it would all be over. By June,
collective rewatches of seasons 1 to 5 began popping up all over the Internet, with
groups of fans going back to the beginning and watching everything in light of
what they knew to be true at the end of season 5, and preparing themselves for
the epic season 6 that was to come. 
In June 2009, Lost was up for a Television Critics Association award for

Program of the Year, but was beat out by Battlestar Galactica. At the end of the
month, it was announced that Lost had been nominated for five Emmy Awards,
including Outstanding Drama Series, Best Supporting Actor (Michael Emerson),
Best Writing (showrunners Damon Lindelof and Carlton Cuse for “The
Incident”), and editing and sound mixing. Michael Emerson took home the
award in the fall. 
Not all of the news coming out in June was good, though; one of the fan

favorites on the writing staff was Brian K. Vaughan, who’d authored the graphic
novel Y: The Last Man, which was alluded to in season 5 (see Finding Lost —
Season Five, pp. 116–120). He’d cowritten two of the best episodes of Lost— “The
Shape of Things to Come” and “Dead Is Dead” — among several others. But in
a July 2009 interview Carlton Cuse simply mentioned that he’d moved on “to
greener pastures.”

ix
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After taking their usual month off with radio silence after the season 5 finale,
“Darlton,” as the fans called them, began to reappear in the media to talk about
their show. Carlton brought up one of the major themes of the series that had
been explored in season 5: “I think as writers we use the show to explore personal
issues, spiritual or otherwise. We’re mainly concerned by [the question of ] how
much faith and how much control do you have over your own destiny, something
which is very fascinating to us, and obviously season 5 was an exploration of that
with the time travel leading to an event at the end of the season, so that is going
to be something we’re going to explore a lot on the final season of the show. The
writer’s room is diverse and that diversity gets worked out in the characters.”
But of course, what all of the fans were looking forward to was the big

unveiling of the hints of season 6 at the 2009 San Diego Comic-Con. And
Darlton didn’t disappoint. In an event that was jam-packed with fans, with
thousands of people lining up as early as the night before to try to get in, Darlton
opened the panel “with a word from our sponsors.” The first video they showed
was a commercial for Mr. Cluck’s, where Hugo Reyes, the owner of the company,
appears wearing a Crocodile Dundee–type hat and with a didgeridoo slung over
one shoulder, speaking in a terrible Australian accent — “G’day, mate!” — and
saying that ever since he’d won the lottery, he’d had nothing but good luck. 
Wait . . . what?! 
He announces his new Mr. Cluck’s Roasters, a new chicken meal (for

$4.42!) that he dreamed up on a recent trip to Australia. What did the
commercial mean? If Hugo had good luck, then maybe the numbers weren’t
cursing him anymore? And did his plane arrive home from Sydney in one
piece? The next commercial was a quick one for Oceanic Airlines, boasting a
perfect safety record since 1979. Um . . . is it possible the Jughead bomb really
did reset time at the end of season 5? 
The third mysterious clip they showed was from America’s Most Wanted, where

the host talked about a murderer-at-large, Kate Austen, who was on the run after
she’d attempted to kill her “stepfather,” Wayne Janssen. She’d rigged the building
where he owned a plumbing company, cutting a gas line and allowing the toxic
fumes to flow through the building, knowing exactly when he’d be there and
when it would blow up. But on that particular day, he’d sent his apprentice to the
building, and that man perished in the fire instead of Wayne. Kate had been
charged with the murder of the man, but she evaded authorities and was now
considered armed and dangerous. As the video ended, Damon turned to Carlton

x
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and said, “Funny . . . I always thought she’d killed her stepfather.” (Well,
technically she killed her biological father, but she’d been raised knowing him as
her stepfather.) What was going on? Were they really going to attempt a do-over? 

But just as fans were starting to feel a little uneasy about what Darlton were
hinting at with these videos, Jorge Garcia stepped up to the audience microphone
(to the delight of the fans nearby) and, looking a little shell-shocked, asked if
Jack’s bomb worked, and if so did it reset everything and therefore wipe away
everything from the past five years? “Because we all hope that isn’t the case,” he
laughed nervously, “because that would be like, you know, a real big cheat.” And
suddenly the smile wasn’t on his face anymore. The audience roared with
laughter, Darlton stuttered through an answer explaining that everything they’d
shown us actually mattered, and it was clear Jorge’s question had been set up
ahead of time by Darlton. If Jorge was voicing the biggest concern among the
fans, it probably meant that Darlton weren’t going to attempt the do-over that
Jorge was upset about. 

Carlton Cuse, Terry O’Quinn, Damon Lindelof, Michael Emerson, Zuleikha Robinson, Elizabeth

Sarnoff, Nestor Carbonell, Edward Kitsis, Jack Bender, and Adam Horowitz all smile for the

cameras at the annual PaleyFest in February 2010. (Sue Schneider/MGP)
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Soon an audience member began heckling Jorge, saying he was hogging the
mike. The heckler was none other than Michael Emerson, who oozed sarcasm as
he mocked Jorge’s acting abilities. The panel continued with more jokes than real
questions being answered. At one point the camera cut backstage, where a diva-
esque Nestor Carbonell was applying eyeliner (an inside joke on the fact that
people always think he’s wearing it because of his naturally dark lashes) and he
was freaking out on an assistant that they’d given him cobalt when he always used
onyx. Carbonell joined the rest of them onstage, and the next special guest was
Josh Holloway, who got the crowd on their feet cheering with delight. 
At the beginning of the panel Darlton addressed the question of whether or

not they knew where the show was going, and they produced from inside their
pockets (or, in Carlton’s case, from an ankle holster) one page each of the final two
pages of the finale script, then stapled them together and put them in a double-
lock box, putting the keys around their necks. When Josh Holloway came out, he
pretended to taser Damon and threatened Carlton — who he called “Lurch” and
“Frankenstein” — demanding that they open the box up so he could look at the
script. Carlton complied, but Holloway simply stared at the pages, apparently
confused by what he saw. Snatching them away from Holloway with a snide, “Oh
my god, you don’t know how to read, do you?” Michael Emerson sat back down
and began reading them out loud . . . and it was a fake ending to Heroes. The
audience laughed, and the panel came to a close, but only after an “In Memoriam”
video showed us all the characters we’d lost on the show over the years. The video
ended and Dominic Monaghan came out on stage and waved to the fans without
saying a word. Could it be? Would Charlie be appearing in season 6?
After the Comic-Con panel, fans had some fun with the ARG (alternate reality

game) that was sparked by L.A. comedian Paul Scheer, who showed up at the
panel and presented Darlton with his painting on black velvet that he called,
“Damon, Carlton, and a Polar Bear.” And it was about as classy as it sounds. Fans
followed him to his website — www.damoncarltonandapolarbear.com — to
watch him over the remainder of the summer as he began to stalk Darlton,
finding out that they’d thrown his painting in the garbage, then rifling through
said garbage, and discovering the script to the season 6 premiere in it. The website
turned out to be part of the promotional machine for Lost, and it had been set
up as a wacky storyline to keep fans occupied while waiting for their show. Along
the way it showcased the work of various artists who had created limited edition
Lost posters that fans could buy. 
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In November, it was announced that February 2 would be the show’s premiere
date (and that the premiere would be two hours), but that date soon hit a snag . . .
of presidential proportions. In January, news started circulating that the office of
President Barack Obama was considering setting the date of the State of the Union
address for either January 25 or February 2. If they chose the latter, the premiere
of Lost would have to be pushed back another week, starting on February 9. Fans
began an angry Twitter campaign, trying to get the President’s office to reconsider.
Finally, bemused White House Press Secretary Robert Gibbs said to the media that
they would not put the SOTU on February 2, adding, “I don’t foresee a scenario in
which millions of people that hope to finally get some conclusion in Lost are pre-
empted by the President.” Damon and Carlton immediately rejoiced, jumping on
Twitter and tweeting their happiness in 140 characters or less. Carlton confirmed
the news, while Damon was more excited: “OBAMA BACKED DOWN!!!! Groundhog
Day is OURS!!!!!!! (God Bless America),” he wrote. Before adding in his next post,
“Okay. So Obama didn’t technically ‘back down.’ He leveraged Carlton and I to
do something on the show. Two words. more frogurt.”
In the month leading up to the finale, fan anticipation was running high. abc

released a publicity photo in which the cast was posed in a version of The Last
Supper. Various alternate shots put characters in different positions, and fans went
nuts trying to analyze why the characters were sitting in specific spots, in
particular poses. Who was Christ? Who would be Judas? 
Online, fans were madly uploading tribute videos to Lost, and some of them

were quite extraordinary (to see my favorite, go here: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8nqmekTJTk0), much better than the lame non-commercials that ABC
was showing. Because the rework didn’t want to release a single frame of season
6, the commercials just said the final season was beginning and showed scenes of
Jack dropping the bomb. The fan videos, on the other hand, took clips from the
previous five seasons and began to weave them together to show some of the
show’s overarching themes.
The actors on the show, who were about two-thirds of the way through

filming the season by the time it premiered, were already waxing nostalgic about
the series in interviews. “It feels like high school’s going to end, and we’re getting
wistful,” said Terry O’Quinn. “There’s a sweetness to these days.” Michael
Emerson was also feeling that the end was near. “Everyone has a sense of last
moments,” he said. “Maybe this will be the last scene we shoot at this old location
. . . or maybe this is the last time I’ll talk to this particular character.”
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Matthew Fox announced that Lost would be the last television series he’d do.
“I’ve done almost three hundred hours of [tv],” he said. ”It’s been two really great
experiences between Party of Five and Lost. I’m ready to take it to the next step
and see what I can do in that [film] world.”

Rumors were rampant about which deceased characters might appear in
season 6 (I won’t elaborate here, so you can watch the season spoiler-free), and
there were hints starting to creep out that something new was going to happen
in the final season that would be unlike anything we’d seen yet on Lost. “We feel
[that] tonally, it’s most similar to the first season of the show,” said Cuse. “We’re
employing a different narrative device, which we feel is creating some emotional
and heartfelt stories, and we want the audience to have a chance in the final
season to remember the entire history of the show. . . . We’re hoping to achieve a
circularity of the entire journey so the ending is reminiscent of the beginning.”

Matthew Fox said he’d known what the final image of the series was going to
be from the very beginning. When the finale was still in the works, Damon and
Carlton tried to speak diplomatically about it, but admitted there was a lot of
pressure on them to make their series finale distinctive. In light of the recent
Sopranos finale, they knew that if they wanted to end the show on a note that
would get people talking, they had to be creative. “With Lost, nobody can even
guess what the ending is going to be,” Damon said. “If you were to have a contest
right now saying, ‘In one paragraph, summarize what you think the last episode
of Lost might be’ — if you say it to one hundred people, you will get one hundred
paragraphs that have nothing to do with each other. If you say that to somebody
about The Sopranos, fifty people will say, ‘I think Tony’s going to get whacked,’
maybe 10 people will say, ‘Carmela is going to kill him, but he’s going to get
whacked.’ But no one would have said, ‘They’re going to be eating in a friggin’
restaurant — onion rings.’ That’s what was so brilliant about it — how do you
do the unexpected?” 

On a beach in Oahu on January 30, 2010, three days before the season 6
premiere, an estimated 15,000 fans attended the Sunset on the Beach premiere
party to watch a screening of the first half of “LA X.” Introduced by Darlton, the
event was attended by almost the entire cast, as well as several of the writers and
directors, which allowed fans to hobnob with their favorite TV actors and see the
first hour of season 6 before anyone else did, including media.  

Lindelof hoped people would like season 6, and that fans would debate what
their favorite season was the way he remembered doing as a fan of Buffy the
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Vampire Slayer. “There probably aren’t that many people out there saying season
3 was their favorite, but they’ll say season 3 was their favorite finale,” he said. “And
some people love season 4 because of all the freighter stuff. Some people love
season 5 because of the time-travel stuff. The purists just love season 1. . . .”
Cuse agreed, and told fans to get ready for season 6, because a lot of it was

going to be unexpected: “The mantra of the final season in a certain way is
‘Anything can happen, be prepared.’ We are nearing the end, so if there are any
constraints that govern a series, they really go away in the final season. We always
felt like Lost was at its best when it was really surprising. We did things that were
unexpected. We do have a few surprises up our sleeves for this season, which we
think are really exciting.”
The fans had rewatched the series, made their tribute videos, boned up on

their Dharma Initiative history, made lists of the questions they wanted to see
answered, and turned their televisions over to ABC at 8:59 p.m. on the night of
February 2, 2010. Now it was time to see how it was all going to end. 
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SEASON 6 — February–May 2010

Cast: Matthew Fox (Jack Shephard), Evangeline Lilly (Kate Austen), Terry
O’Quinn (John Locke), Josh Holloway (James “Sawyer” Ford), Jorge Garcia (Hugo
“Hurley” Reyes), Naveen Andrews (Sayid Jarrah), Yunjin Kim (Sun Kwon), Daniel
Dae Kim (Jin Kwon), Henry Ian Cusick (Desmond Hume), Michael Emerson
(Benjamin Linus), Emilie de Ravin (Claire), Ken Leung (Miles Straume), Jeff Fahey
(Frank Lapidus), Nestor Carbonell (Richard Alpert), Zuleikha Robinson (Ilana)

Recurring characters: Hiroyuki Sanada (Dogen), John Hawkes (Lennon), Mark
Pellegrino (Jacob), Sam Anderson (Bernard), L. Scott Caldwell (Rose), Kimberley
Joseph (Cindy), Fredric Lehne (Marshal Edward Mars), Daniel Roebuck (Leslie
Arzt), Dylan Minnette (David Shephard), Alan Dale (Charles Widmore), Mickey
Graue (Zach), Kiersten Havelock (Emma), Sheila Kelley (Zoe), Fred Koehler
(Seamus), Steve Boatright (Mike, Widmore’s Goon)

6.1, 6.2 LA X

Original air date: February 2, 2010
Written by: Damon Lindelof, Carlton Cuse
Directed by: Jack Bender
Guest cast: Brad William Henke (Bram), Elizabeth Mitchell (Juliet), Dominic
Monaghan (Charlie), Ian Somerhalder (Boone), Sean Whalen (Frogurt), Mark
Ahsing (Customs Officer), David Coennen (Agent Smalley), Kesha Diodato
(Agent Anne), Greg Grunberg (Pilot Seth Norris), Kelly Kraynek (Woman in
Bathroom), Shawn Lathrop (Flight Attendant), David H. Lawrence xvii (Cab
Driver), Percival Scott iii (Security Officer), Troy Vincent (Oceanic Rep)

Focus: Everyone

As the  Dharma recruits are returned to  and deal with losing Juliet, the
people on the beach struggle to find out what is happening inside Jacob’s statue.
Meanwhile, in a new, mysterious timeline, time seems to have been reset. 
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Contrary to season premieres of the past, “LA X” does not open with
someone we’ve never met playing music from another decade from some remote
location on the island. Instead, it seems oddly familiar, a repetition of the
opening of the first flashback in Lost’s pilot episode, with Jack staring out the
window of the airplane and talking to a flight attendant about his drink. But
when we immediately notice that small details are different — such as the
number of liquor bottles Cindy hands Jack — it’s clear this isn’t a flashback. No,
once again, the writers on Lost have changed the game. We’ve experienced the
flashback and the flashforward . . . welcome to the flashsideways. For in this
world, the characters we’ve come to know and love are once again strangers, with
different lives, different pasts, and different baggage. 

Oh, and that island? It’s at the bottom of the ocean. 
As soon as the sideways world was introduced in this episode, fans began

speculating about what it could represent. Just before Juliet dies, she struggles to
tell Sawyer, “It worked.” She had tried to detonate the old hydrogen bomb in
order to create a world where Sawyer never came to the island and she never felt
feel the pain of losing him. Her final unspoken words suggest that she’s seen the
sideways world where, as we’ve seen, her wish comes true. So what is this world?
Is it a parallel world like the one Hugh Everett iii had described in his
groundbreaking quantum mechanics theory? (See page 34.) Was it caused by the
detonation in 1977? Was it caused by something that preceded the events of 1977?
Is it Heaven? Is it Hell? Why is Oceanic Flight 815 landing safely in Los Angeles,
and what are the implications for everyone on board? Is everyone getting a do-
over?

A do-over was exactly what Jack wanted, and it’s why he decided to drop the
bomb in the first place. When season 5 ended, we left everyone in different places,
more separated than they’d ever been before. In 1977, Jack had just dropped a
bomb down the shaft where Radzinsky was drilling the entry to what would
become the Swan station, but when the bomb failed to detonate, the newly
drilled hole instead set off enormous electromagnetic energy, causing Juliet to be
yanked down the shaft where she lay broken at the bottom. Sawyer was
emotionally shattered, Kate had tried in vain to save Juliet, Miles and Jin were
nearby, and Hurley was tending to Sayid, who had been shot in the stomach and
was slowly bleeding to death. Juliet regained consciousness at the bottom of the
shaft, only to see the bomb next to her. She hit the bomb eight times with a rock,
and on the final knock, the screen went white. 
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Meanwhile, in 2007, John Locke returned to the island after Ben killed him (as
one can do only on Lost), and he led an expedition of the Others along with Richard
Alpert and Ben Linus to the remains of the ancient statue where Richard had told
him Jacob lived. Locke and Ben entered the statue, where the exchange between
Jacob and Locke revealed that the man who looked like Locke was actually the
mysterious Man in Black, who we saw briefly at the beginning of that episode. We
don’t know much about this man other than that he’s been Jacob’s nemesis for many
years, and he’s been unable to kill Jacob. So he convinced Ben to do it, and Ben did.
Jacob is now dead at Ben’s hand. Meanwhile, on the beach outside the statue,

Richard Alpert, who is also with Frank Lapidus and Sun, has just been shown the
corpse of John Locke, and this revelation begs the question: what has just walked
into Jacob’s sanctuary, and with what intent? Jacob’s dying words were, “They’re
coming,” and it’s unclear who he meant. 
Many of the characters went through immense personal growth in season 5.

This is in part due to the fact that more time passed in that season than in any
other — season 1 showed us the first 45 days on the island; season 2 took place
over about three weeks; season 3 covered another three weeks; season 4 took place
over about 10 days . . . and season 5 covered the next three years. John Locke’s
quest to bring everyone back to the island failed while he was alive, but he
succeeded in death. Jack had gone from being the rational man of science to the
guy standing above a giant hole about to drop a bomb so he could destroy the island,
change time, and erase everything that had happened to him over the previous
three years. Kate had discovered the stabilizing force of motherhood. Sawyer and
Juliet had fallen in love. Jin learned English. Sun became a mother, but that joy
was tarnished by an overriding vengefulness because she believed that her
husband was dead. Hurley was happy to be reunited with his parents, but when
he began talking to the dead, he checked himself in to a mental institution. Sayid
had married, buried his wife, become a hitman, turned to humanitarian work,
resumed his hitman duties, and returned to the island against his will. While the
thought of Ben Linus experiencing any sort of personal growth would make most
Lost fans snicker, he did go off the island in a vengeful rage, vowing to kill
Widmore’s daughter, and while he was there he managed to murder John Locke.
But he returned to the island believing that he may have been culpable in the
death of his own daughter. His personal growth was limited, but it was there.
When they all returned to the island, they were different people from the ones
who had left.
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And now, at the beginning of season 6, they have a lot of fallout to deal with
as a result of what happened at the end of “The Incident.” 

Lost has often been seen as the journey of John Locke, but as of the end of
season 5, it looks like Jack Shephard is the one who has undergone the most
dramatic personal change. When we first met Jack, he was struggling with his
father issues, but immediately stepped up as the terrified group’s leader. He’s
struggled with feelings for Kate that have both made him happy and broken his
heart; he’s had to defend his very belief system against John Locke’s; he’s felt the
pressures of leadership and rarely received any praise for the good things he’s
done, rather he gets blamed when something goes wrong; and he’s lost both Kate
and Juliet to Sawyer. The moments when Jack has smiled have been fleeting,
instead his brow is in a perpetual furrow as he lies awake at night worrying about
the next day while everyone around him sleeps. Some fans have come down hard
on Jack over the years, mostly because of his occasional holier-than-thou attitude,
refusing to consider an alternative perspective and bullishly deciding for others
what is best for them. 
Jack has been defined by his obsessive need to fix things, from healing a

paralyzed woman who later became his able-bodied wife, to transfusing a badly
injured Boone with his own blood in an impossible situation where death was
actually the more merciful thing to give him. Jack’s refusal to accept anything that
cannot be empirically known has been his major flaw, and is often the very thing
keeping him from being able to fix all those things that he believes need fixing.
And he refuses to delegate responsibility, taking it all upon himself. But in season
5 we saw Jack’s resolve begin to crack, and he was finally on a more meaningful
journey. 
In the sideways world, Jack is sitting in the same seat on the plane as he was

in the pilot episode, and he’s still talking to Rose. She looks over at him as the
turbulence ends and tells him to “let go.” While he still takes charge at the back
of the plane, saving Charlie’s life (against Charlie’s will), he also steps aside
uncharacteristically when Sayid offers to help. He turns to the flight attendants,
asking for their assistance, and never loses his cool. And once it’s over, he calmly
returns to his seat and lets the authorities take over. This version of Jack is much
calmer than the one we’re used to, and a little less in love with responsibility. 
On the island, however, Jack is dealing with an immense amount of guilt

thanks to his actions. He deliberately dropped a hydrogen bomb into a shaft
because he had faith in a higher power, a hard-won faith that even he was still
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struggling with. If he hadn’t taken off to the station with the bomb, Kate wouldn’t
have enlisted Sawyer and Juliet to help her stop him. While Juliet chose to return
to the island, and Sawyer decided to join her, it was Jack’s actions that prompted
their decision. No matter how many times people tried to talk him out of it, no
matter how many times Sawyer punched him in the head, nothing was going to
stop Jack from acting on his conviction. 
He now believes he was wrong — in much the same way that John Locke

admits he had made a mistake at the end of season 2 — and he follows Hurley
to the Temple to try to save Sayid’s life. Jack briefly steps up and takes charge once
inside, telling the Japanese leader at the Temple, who we will find out in the next
episode is named Dogen, to “do what you need to do,” thus inadvertently giving
the man permission to drown Sayid. As soon as Sayid’s body is brought out of the
water, Jack rushes over and immediately begins CPR, desperately trying to save
Sayid’s life in much the same way he pounded on Charlie’s chest in “All the Best
Cowboys Have Daddy Issues” after he found him unconscious, hanging in a tree.
Similarly, in that season 1 scene, Kate begged Jack to give up his efforts to revive
Charlie and accept that Charlie was dead, but Jack refused . . . and he managed
to save the rock star’s life. But this time, with Kate by his side and once again
begging him to stop, he stops. He sits back, and finally realizes he simply can’t fix
everything. He will have to live with the consequences of his actions, and maybe
it’s time for other people to accept responsibility. 
Throughout season 5 we watched Kate’s joy as she became a mother to Aaron,

but she also had to come to terms with the fact that Aaron wasn’t really her son,
and that his real mother was still trapped on an island on the other side of the
world. Consumed by guilt and determined to right the wrong, Kate returned to
the island, unintentionally got in the way of Juliet’s happy family, and realized
with horror that Jack was willing to obliterate everyone just so he wouldn’t have
to deal with the emotional pain of their failed relationship. In the sideways world,
Kate is still a fugitive, still as wily as ever, and once again on the run. She seems
very much the same person as she was in the pre-island world; is she doomed to
simply repeat her actions in every parallel universe? 
While Hurley has experienced tremendous changes around him, his character

remains consistent — he’s spent time in mental institutions, he’s still the comic
foil, he still pretends to be more in control of things than he really is (in this
episode, fumbling with a gun’s safety switch while yelling that he knows how to
use it). But now the very thing that he thought proved he was crazy — his ability
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Spot the Differences!

Original Flight 815 Sideways World Flight 815

Cindy offers Jack two liquor bottles, and Cindy offers Jack one liquor bottle, and 
he responds that this goes against all he tells her it’ll be their little secret (he 
FAA regulations. also appears to be less drunk).

The seat beside Jack is empty and Desmond Desmond sits in the seat . . . and he’s 
is not on the plane. wearing a wedding band!

Rose is wearing Bernard’s ring on her Bernard is wearing his ring on his finger 
necklace because his finger swells when he when he returns from the bathroom 
flies, he’s in the bathroom, and Jack calms and Rose ends up calming Jack
her down while the plane experiences during the turbulence.
turbulence.

The turbulence becomes so fierce the plane The plane gets past the turbulence and 
crashes. lands safely.

Charlie snorts heroin in the bathroom at Charlie goes into the bathroom at the 
the front of the plane, is thrown up into back of the plane and swallows a bag of 
the air, and the plane crashes. heroin to avoid being caught with it.

Walt and Michael are sitting in the seats Walt and Michael aren’t on the plane.
across from Hurley. 

Hurley believes that he’s cursed by the Hurley believes he’s the luckiest guy in 
numbers. the world, and he’s famous because 

of his Mr. Cluck’s chicken commercials.

Sawyer’s sitting further back on the plane. Sawyer’s only one row behind Hurley.

Claire was sitting across from Jack and We don’t see Claire on the plane.
forward a couple of rows.

Shannon and Boone were traveling Shannon doesn’t get on the plane, and 
together in first class. Boone is sitting in the same row 

as John Locke.

John Locke didn’t go on the walkabout and They have a wheelchair for John, and 
is carried onto the plane, humiliated. he makes up a story about going 

on the walkabout.

Jin and Sun are married, he’s hopeful that Jin and Sun aren’t married — he’s not 
after he delivers the second watch (he’d wearing a wedding band at customs, and 
delivered the first one in Sydney) they’ll they refer to her as “Ms. Paik,” which is 
be able to take off on a life together. her maiden name. She’s wearing a small

ring, so it’s not clear if it’s an 
engagement ring or just a ring. It’s also 
not clear if she can speak English.
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to talk to dead people — is the thing that makes him the leader. For the first time,
he gives the orders, and other people follow him. Hurley has always been the
heart of the show, and he’s established himself as someone other people can trust
(maybe not with their deepest secrets, which he will inevitably blurt out, but
Hurley is there for people when they need him). For that reason, he’s always been
a fan favorite.
In the sideways world, then, a cheer goes up from the audience when the

biggest character change of all is represented by Hurley’s declaration: “I’m the
luckiest guy alive.” No longer cursed by the numbers, Hurley’s life has become a
treasure trove of happiness since he won the lottery. Arzt, who only began talking
to Hurley at the end of season 1 (and even then only did so to lecture him), now
hangs off his every word like a drooling fan. When Sawyer speaks to him to tell
him what he should do for his own good, Hurley just shrugs off the advice with
confidence. This self-assurance is something that Hurley has deserved his entire
life, and we are happy to see him get it.
Jin and Sun seem to be back to their season 1 selves on the plane, with Sun

watching Bernard and Rose with a smile on her face, and Jin telling her to button
up her sweater. However, the severity in Jin’s voice seems to be absent, and when
the two of them get to customs, Sun is referred to as “Ms. Paik” and there are no
wedding rings on their fingers. In this parallel universe, they are not married. If
the sideways world represents a place that has been subtly altered by events on the
island, this detail could be referring to the fact that in the original timeline Sun
is very unhappily widowed, and has returned to the island hoping to find the
husband that she’s been told is still alive. 
At the beginning of season 1, Sawyer was a wise-talking con man, a monster

of self-interest who only ever “helped” if he got something from the effort. Now,

Sayid is sitting closer to Shannon and Boone Sayid is sitting further back in the plane, 
near the front of the plane, and keeps and helps out Jack with Charlie.
to himself.

Kate and the marshal are on the plane and Kate and the marshal are on the plane 
he treats her like dirt. and he treats her like dirt. However, 

there seems to be the tiniest bit of 
compassion for her this time around. 

Christian Shephard’s body was on the plane Christian’s coffin never made it onto the
in a coffin. plane.
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at the beginning of the final season, James Ford has tasted leadership (and
surprisingly, he was an effective leader), he’d found love and security, and he’d
grown enough to become a team player. But with Juliet gone, he’s disappeared
back inside the original Sawyer, declaring that he won’t follow anyone anymore.
He is a broken man. However, in the sideways world, James Ford seems to be a
happier version of the Sawyer who took the original Flight 815. He’s still a wiseass,
but he’s less angry. Is it possible that in this world, his life has not been devoted
to finding the man who killed his parents? Is it possible his parents are alive? 
The biggest surprise in the sideways world is the appearance of Desmond on

the plane. He wasn’t on the original Oceanic flight to L.A., so when he appears
sitting beside Jack, reading a Salman Rushdie book and sporting a wedding band,
it’s clear something is vastly different about this particular world. It shouldn’t
come as a surprise that he would represent drastic change — at the beginning of
season 5, Daniel declared that Desmond was different from everyone else, telling
him “the rules don’t apply to you. You’re special. You’re uniquely and
miraculously special.” Perhaps that specialness allowed him to somehow grow
from the paranoid, empty man who was trapped in the Swan station for three
years to the confident, serene man sitting on a plane and chatting casually to Jack. 
Some fans speculated that Desmond wasn’t actually there, that he appeared

as a flash of sorts to Jack alone, to help lead him on a particular path (which is
why Jack doesn’t see him later when his eyes scan the passengers seated behind
him). Others wondered if Desmond was proof that the island had never existed
in the sideways world — therefore Desmond wouldn’t have gone there in 2001
and caused the plane crash in 2004, so he could easily have been on the flight
with everyone else. But why this particular flight? How did he just happen to be
on the very same flight as the one that, in another world, he managed to pull
out of the sky by forgetting to push a button? Perhaps Desmond’s catchphrase,
“See you in another life, bruthah,” has become literal when it comes to the
sideways world. 
Desmond doesn’t appear on the island timeline in this episode because, by the

end of season 5, it would appear his story has been fulfilled. He spent his life
searching for Penny, and he found her. Unlike almost everyone else on the show,
Desmond got the one thing he wanted, and he found true happiness with her.
He’s been told by Eloise Hawking, however, that the island isn’t done with him
yet, so the menace of the island hangs over his life like the sword of Damocles,
one that he can ignore for only so long before it falls on him. 
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The character who has not had a good life, however, is Sayid. He has always
been, at heart, a lover, but circumstances have pushed him to become a killer and
a torturer. He hates what he does, but it’s been useful for him. He spent a lifetime
searching for Nadia, but soon after he found her, he lost her forever. He has been
used by many people who keep pulling him back into a life of violence, and he
reluctantly agrees every time, because he’s come to believe that that’s who he really
is. Sayid ended season 5 filled with self-loathing, but willing to help Jack
accomplish his goal. A bullet in the stomach has stopped him in his tracks, and
now he lies on the ground, bleeding to death. 
His words to Hurley are heartbreaking: “When I die, what do you think will

happen to me? I’ve tortured more people than I can remember. I’ve murdered.
Wherever I’m going, it can’t be very pleasant. I deserve it.” With his life passing
before his eyes, Sayid knows the bad things he’s done far outweigh the good. He
might have loved Nadia, but that love didn’t stop him from committing atrocities
in the name of revenge or duty. We’ve seen that Sayid is a devout Muslim, and
now he’s facing an eternity in Hell. In the sideways world, we don’t see much of
Sayid, but what we do see suggests that he hasn’t changed much. There’s still a
quiet sadness about Sayid — and he still carries with him a photograph of Nadia.
Only time will tell if his life is any better in the sideways world. 
Then again, it pretty much has to be better. In one of the most baffling scenes

of the episode, the Others in the Temple take an unconscious Sayid into the water
and appear to drown him, only to have Sayid come back to life two hours later.
What has returned? Is that really Sayid, or is he alive in the same sense that Locke
is alive? Does he only appear to be Sayid? Could another entity be controlling
him? Some fans speculated that if the Man in Black has taken Locke’s body,
perhaps Jacob now inhabits Sayid’s. Or is Sayid dead, and this is the horrific
afterlife he’s been expecting? Considering the way the Others carried him out of
the water in a Jesus Christ pose, are we to think he resurrected the same way
Christ did? Or is it possible that the island can not only heal bullet wounds, but
death as well? Is Sayid being given a do-over on the island? 
While Ben Linus didn’t have much personal growth throughout his time off

the island, he was changed entirely from the moment he returned to the island.
Ben spent his life beholden to Jacob, believing that he was one of “the good guys,”
doing everything in the name of the island. It’s unclear if he actually knew Jacob
had a nemesis on the island; after all, seeing as the Man in Black is really the
smoke monster, then Ben has been working with Smokey. Jacob seemed to sneer
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The production crew builds the base of Jacob’s statue on the beach. (Courtesy KOS Tours)
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